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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Valentine township property of Big Red Diamond Corporation consists of 2 

unpatented unit mining claims located in Valentine Township, claim numbers 1244065 

and 1244066, Porcupine Mining Division. During early December 2003, a program of cut 

and picketed lines, and geophysical surveys was conducted over a portion of this claim 

group. The geophysical program consisted of total field magnetic surveys. Exsics 

Exploration Limited carried out the geophysical survey; and Vision Exploration Inc. 

performed the line cutting and gridding program.

2.0 Location And Access

The Valentine Township property is located approximately 130 kilometers north 

of the town of Smooth Rock Falls, Ontario; in Valentine Township. Access to the 

property is via Highway 655 and Highway 11 from the city of Timmins to the town of 

Smooth Rock Falls; then north along highway 634 to the village of Fraserdale. A 

helicopter was employed to station crews to the property. The crews drove north from 

Smooth Rock Falls and then were transported to the property by helicopter from 

Fraserdale. The property is located approximately 45 kilometers north of Fraserdale, 

Ontario. (See figures l to 2).

3.0 Summary of 2003 Geophysical Program

The line cutting and gridding on the Valentine grid totaled 6.55 kilometers, which 

consisted of a 0.55-kilometer long baseline striking at O degrees. The base line starting 

point was located using a hand held global positioning system (OPS) and was located in 

the bush with 1.5-meter wooden pickets positioned every 50 meters. The grid lines were 

cut, chained, and positioned every 50 meters along this baseline and each line was cut 

and chained in an east west direction a length of 500 meters (see maps in pocket). The
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grid lines were chained every 25 meters and marked with 1.5-meter wooden pickets; and 

marked flagging placed at 25-meter intervals along all lines.

The geophysical program consisted of total field magnetic surveying. The 

magnetic survey, using a Scintrex Envi proton precession magnetometer, totaled 6.55 

kilometers with readings collected every 12.5 meters along all tines. The results of the 

survey and data have been plotted on maps at a scale of 1:2500 and accompany this 

report.

A description of the instrument and survey methods can be found in appendix A.

4.0 Discussion of Results

The magnetic survey on the Valentine grid indicates a relatively quiescent 

magnetic background, with two prominent circular magnetic highs disrupting the overall 

magnetic fabric. Measured magnetic values in the grid area range between 57818 and 

58217 nT. The background magnetic field strength is 57950 nT. The most significant 

magnetic anomalies on the Valentine grid are 2 circular magnetic anomalies located at 

UTM (NAD 27) coordinates 454855E/5566500N and 454940E/5566750N in the 

northeast and southeast portions of the grid area. These two circular magnetic highs have 

amplitudes up to approximately 350 nT above background magnetic values.

Each of the anomalies is easily identified on the iso-magnetic contour map. These 

anomalies are interpreted to reflect shallow pipe-like geological features that commonly 

occur in this area. No other significant magnetic anomalies were mapped within the grid 

area.

5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The magnetic surveys over the Valentine grid did locate two significant 

geophysical anomalies, which may be prospective for mineral exploration and possibly
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aid in defining the underlying lithology. The most significant magnetic anomalies in the 

grid area are the two prominent circular magnetic highs easily identified on the magnetic 

contour maps. The source lithology causing these anomalies is likely located at very 

shallow depths with the northeast anomaly (454940E/5566750N) interpreted to be 

located at a depth of less than 50 meters, while the southeast anomaly 

(454855E/5566500N) is likely located at a depth hi excess of 90 meters.

Incorporating any existing geological or geochemical information for the 

surveyed grid will aid in further assessing any geophysical anomalies outlined by this 

survey and is also recommended prior to further exploration.

Respectively Submitted,

Matthew Johnston 
Consulting Geophysicist
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Survey Theory - Total Field Magnetics

Magnetic Survey 

Theory:

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the shape and magnitude of the 
earth's naturally occurring magnetic field caused by changes in the magnetization of the 
rocks in the earth. These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the presence of the 
magnetic minerals, of which the most common is magnetite, and to a lesser extent 
illuminate, pyrrhotite, and some less common minerals. Magnetic anomalies in the earth's 
filed are caused by changes in two types of magnetization: (1) Induced, caused by the 
magnetic field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the 
rocks, which is a function of the concentration of the magnetic minerals. (2) Remanent 
magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic field, and is the permanent magnetization 
of the magnetic particles (magnetite, etc.) in the rocks. This is created when these 
particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field when cooling. This magnetization 
may not be in the same direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the 
orientation of the rock or the field. The unit of measurement (variations in intensity) is 
commonly known as the Gamma which is equivalent to the nanotesla (nT).

Method:

The magnetometer, a Scintrex Envi Mag with a proton precession sensor measures the 
Total Magnetic Field (TFM) perpendicular to the earth's field (horizontal position in the 
polar region). The unit has no moving parts, produces an absolute and relatively high 
resolution measurement of the field and displays the measurement on a digital lighted 
display and is recorded (to memory). Initially, the tuning of the instrument should agree 
with the nominal value of the magnetic field for each particular area. The procession 
magnetometer collected the data with a 0.2 nanoTesla accuracy. The operator read each 
and every line at a 12.5 m interval with the sensor attached to the top of four (56cm), 
aluminum tubing sections. The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's 
magnetic field (diurnal drift) with a similar Envi Mag magnetometer, acting as a stationary 
base station which automatically read and stored the readings at every 30 seconds. The 
data from both units was then downloaded to PC and base corrected values were 
computed.



 ENVI-MAG Environmental Magnetometer/Gradiometer

Locating Buried Drums and Tanks? Main features include:
The ENVI-MAG is the solution to this 
environmental problem. ENVI-MAG is an 
inexpensive, lightweight, portable 
"WALKMAG" which enables you to survey 
large areas quickly and accurately. 
ENVI-MAG is a portable, proton precession 
magnetometer and/or gradiometer, for 
geotechnical, archaeological and environ 
mental applications where high produc 
tion, fast count rate and high sensitivity 
are required. It may also be used for other 
applications, such as mineral exploration, 
and may be configured as a total-field 
magnetometer, a vertical gradiometer or 
as a base station.

The ENVI-MAG
1 easily detects buried drums to depths

of 10 feet or more 
1 " -e sensitive to the steel of a buried

n than EM or radar
1 much less expensive than EM or radar 

1 survey productivity much higher than
with EM or radar

* select sampling rates as fast as 2 times 
per second

* "WALKMAG" mode for rapid acquisition 
of data

* large internal, expandable memory

* easy to read, large LCD screen 
displays data both numerically and 
graphically

* ENVIMAP software for processing and 
mapping data

ENVI-MAG comprises several basic 
modules; a lightweight console with a 
large screen alphanumeric display and 
high capacity memory, a staff mounted 
sensor and sensor cable, rechargeable 
battery and battery charger, RS-232 cable 
and ENVIMAP processing and mapping 
software.
For gradiometry applications an upgrade 
kit is available, comprising an additional 
processor module for installation in the 
console, and a second sensor with a staff 
extender.

ENVI-MAG Proton Magnetometer in operation

For base station applications a Base 
Station Accessory Kit is available so that 
the sensor and staff may be converted into 
a base station sensor.

Matures and Benefits
'WALKMAG" 

Aagnetometer/Gradlometer
"he "WALKMAG" mode of operation 
sometimes known as "Walking Mag") is 
ser-selectable from the keyboard. In this 
lode, data is acquired and recorded at 
le rate of 2 readings per second as the 
perator walks at a steady pace along a 
ne. At desired intervals, the operator 
riggers" an event marker by a single key 
troke, assigning coordinates to the 
jcorded data.
rue Simultaneous Gradiometer
n optional upgrade kit is available to 
anfigure ENVI-MAG as a gradiometer to 
take true, simultaneous gradiometer 
is? -sments. Gradiometry is useful for 
aOi .nical and archaeological surveys 
here small near surface magnetic 
irgets are the object of the survey, 
electabla Sampling Rates
5 second, 1 second and 2 second 
lading rates user selectable from the 
jyboard.

Large-Key Keypad
The large-key keypad allows easy access 
for gloved-hands in cold-weather opera 
tions. Each key has a multi-purpose 
function.

Front panel of ENVI-MAG showing a graphic 
profile of data and large-key keypad
Large Capacity Memory
ENVI-MAG with standard memory stores 
up to 28,000 readings of total field meas 
urements, 21.000 readings of gradiometry 
data or 151,000 readings as a base 
station. An expanded memory option is 
available which increases this standard

Easy Review of Data 
For quality of data and for a rapid analysis 
of the magnetic characteristics of the 
survey line, several modes of review are 
possible. These include the measure 
ments at the last four stations, the ability 
to scroll through any or all previous 
readings in memory, and a graphic display 
of the previous data as profiles, line by 
line. This feature is very useful for environ 
mental and archaeological surveys.

Highly Productive
The "WALKMAG" mode of operation 
acquires data rapidly at close station 
intervals, ensuring high-definition results. 
This increases survey productivity by a 
factor of 5 when compared to a conven 
tional magnetometer survey.

"Datacheck" Quality Control of Data
"Datacheck* provides a feature wherein at 
the end of each survey line, data may be 
reviewed as a profile on ENVI-MAG's 
screen. Datacheck cnnfirm



allows the user to note the magnetic relief 
(anomaly) on the line.

Large Screen Display
"Super-Twist" 64 x 240 dot (8 lines x 40

acters), LCD graphic screen provides 
k 'd visibility in all light conditions. A 
display heater is optionally available for 
low-temperature operations below 0"C.

Close-up of the ENVI-MAG screen showing 
data presented after each reading

Interactive Menus
The set-up of ENVI-MAG is menu-driven, 
and minimizes the operator's learning 
time, and on-going tasks.

Close-up of display of ENVI-MAG showing 
Interactive set-up menu

Rechargeable Battery and 
Battery Charger
An "off-the-shelf lead-acid battery and 
charger are provided as standard. The 
low-cost "Camcorder" type battery is 
available from electronic parts distributors 
everywhere.

HELP-Line Available
Purchasers of ENVI-MAG are provided 
with a HELP-LJne telephone number to 
call in the event assistance is needed with 
an application or instrumentation problem.

ENVIMAP Processing 
and Mapping Software
Supplied with ENVI-MAG, and custom 
designed for this purpose, is easy-to-use, 
very user-friendly, menu driven data 
processing and mapping software called 
ENVIMAP. This unique software appears 
to the user to be a single program, but is 
in fact a sequence of separate programs, 
each performing a specific task. Under the 
menu system, there are separate programs 
to do the following:
a) read the ENVI-MAG data and reformat it into 

a standard compatible with the ENVIMAP 
software

b) grid the data into a standard grid format
c) create a vector file of posted values

with line and baseline identification that 
allows the user to add some title information 
and build a suitable surround

d) contour the gridded data
e) autoscale the combined results of the 

posting/surround step and the contouring 
step to fit on a standard 8.5 ins. wide dot- 
matrix printer

O rasterize and output the results of step e) to 
the printer

ENVIMAP is designed to be as simple as 
possible. The user is required to answer a 
few basic questions asked by ENVIMAP, 
and then simply toggles "GO" to let 
ENVIMAP provide default parameters for 
the making of the contour map. The user 
can modify certain characteristics of the 
output plot. ENVIMAP'S menu system is 
botn keyboard and mouse operable. HELP 
screens are integrated with the menu 
system so that HELP is displayed when 
ever the user requests it.

Options Available
* True simultaneous gradiometer 

upgrade
* Base station upgrade
* Display heater for low 

temperature operations
* External battery pouch

t .ifications
Total Field Operating Rang*
20,000 to 100,000 nT (gammas)

Total Reid Absolute Accuracy
*A1nT

Sensitivity
0.1 nT at 2 second sampling rate

Tuning
Fully solid state. Manual or automatic, key 
board selectable

Cycling (Reading) Rates
0.5,1 or 2 seconds, up to 9999 seconds for 
base station applications, keyboard selectable

Gradiometer Option
Includes a second sensor, 20 inch (Vim) staff 
extender and processor module

"WALKMAG" Mode
0.5 second for walking surveys, variable rates 
for hilly terrain

Digital Display
LCD "Super Twist", 240 x 64 dots graphics, 
8 line x 40 characters alphanumeric^

Display Heater
The'-'ostatically controlled, for cold weather 
op ins

Keyboard Input
17 keys, dual function, membrane type

Notebook Function
32 characters, 5 user-defined MACRO'S for 
quick entry

Standard Memory
Total Field Measurements: 28,000 readings 
Gradiometer Measurements: 21.000 readings 
Base Station Measurements: 151,000 readings

Expanded Memory
Total Field Measurements: 140,000 readings 
Gradiometer Measurements: 109,000 readings 
Base Station Measurements: 750,000 readings

Real-Time Clock
Records full date, hours, minutes and seconds 
with 1 second resolution, W-1 second stability 
over 12 hours

Digital Data Output
RS-232C interface, 600 to 57,600 Baud, 7 or 8 
data bits, 1 start, 1 stop bit, no parity format. 
Selectable carriage return delay (0-999 ms) to 
accommodate slow peripherals. Handshaking 
is done by X-on/X-off

Analog Output
O - 999 mV full scale output voltage with 
keyboard selectable range of 1,10,100,1,000 
or 10,000 nT full scale

Power Supply
Rechargeable "Camcorder" type, 2.3 Ah, Lead- 
acid battery.
12 Volts at 0.65 Amp for magnetometer, 1.2 
Amp for gradiometer,
External 12 Volt input for base station operations 
Optional external battery pouch for cold 
weather operations

Battery Charger
110 Volt - 230 Volt, 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature Range
Standard O" to 60"C 
Optional -40aC to 60"C

Dimensions
Console -10 x 6 x 2.25 inches

(250 mm x 152 mm x 55 mm)
T.F. sensor - 2.75 inches dia. x 7 inches 

(70 mm x 175 mm)
Grad. sensor and staff extender - 2.75 inches 

dia. x 26.5 inches (70 mm x 675 mm)
T.F. staff -11nch dia. x 76 inches (25 mm x 2 m)

Weight
Console - 5.4 Ibs (2.45 kg)

with rechargeable battery 
T. F. sensor - 2.2 Ibs (1.15 kg) 
Grad. sensor - 2.5 Ibs (1.15 kg) 
Staff-1.75 Ibs (0.8 kg)

H*id Office
222 Snidercroft Road
Concord, Ontario, Canada L4K1B5
Telephone: (905) 669-2280
Fax: (905) 669-6403 or 669-5132
Telex: 06-964570

In the USA:
Sdntrex Inc.
85 River Rock Drive
Unit 202
Buffalo. NY 14207
Telephone: (716)298-1219



ONTARIO MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES

Transaction No: 

Recording Date: 

Approval Date:

Client(s):

304011

Survey Type(s):

W0360.01971 

2003-DEC-16 

2003-DEC-22

Work Report Summary

Status: APPROVED

Work Done from: 2003-NOV-26

to: 2003-DEC-04

1387197 ONTARIO INC.

LC MAG

Work Report Details:

Claim* Perform

P 1244065 314,569

P 1244066 31,476

316,045

External Credits:

Reserve:

Perform Applied 
Approve Applied Approve

814,569 S8,023 38,023

31,476 38,022 38,022

316,045 316,045 316,045

SO

Assign

S6.546

SO

36,546

Assign 
Approve Reserve

6,546 30

0 30

36,546 30

Reserve 
Approve Due Date

30 2004-DEC-17

30 2004-DEC-17

SO

SO Reserve of Work Report#: W0360.01971

SO Total Remaining

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2003-DEC-23

BRIAN KENNETH POLK 
1387197 ONTARIO INC. 
376 PATRICIA BLVD. 
TIMMINS, ONTARIO 
P4N 6Y6 CANADA

Ministere du
Developpement du Word 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E 6B5

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.26845 
Transaction Number(s): W0360.01971

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact STEVEN BENETEAU by email at 
steve.beneteau@ndm.gov.on.ca or by phone at (705) 670-5855.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron C. Gashinski

Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section

Cc: Resident Geologist

1387197 Ontario Inc. 
(Claim Holder)

Assessment File Library

1387197 Ontario Inc. 
(Assessment Office)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:18996
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BIG RED DIAMOND CORPORATION
VALENTINE PROPERTY 

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC SURVEY - POSTED DATA
VALENTINE TOWNSHIP - PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

NAD 27 ZONE 17 
MAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD = 58,000 nT 

INSTRUMENT * SCINTREX ENVI MAGNETOMETER

DRAWN BY: JOHNSTON GEOPHYSICS
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CONTOUR INTERVAL ^ 10, 50 nT

BIG RED DIAMOND CORPORATION
VALENTINE PROPERTY 

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC SURVEY - CONTOURS

VALENTINE TOWNSHIP - PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION
NAD 27 ZONE 17

MAGNETIC REFERENCE FIELD = 58,000 nT 
INSTRUMENT = SCINTREX ENVI MAGNETOMETER

DRAWN BY: JOHNSTON GEOPHYSICS


